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ABSTRACT
Objects in a scene are often occluded each other. Reconstructing their appearance from their visible parts plays an
important role in object detection, image analysis, scene understanding, and depth estimation. This paper introduces
an integrated approach that utilizes inpainting and image segmentation for reconstructing the appearance of
occluded objects. In the first stage of the system, inpainting or filling-in the removing region is done by the patchbased method of replicating the remaining color information of an image. Localized region-based Active Contour
Model (LRACM), segmentation method is applied to segment the visible parts of the occluded object from the
additional image frame in the second stage. Finally, the extracted visible parts are composited onto the inpainted
background scene obtained from the first stage. We demonstrate the proposed algorithm with a number of still
images. Experimental results show that the reconstructed scenes are natural and plausible like real view.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Humans live in a world of objects. When we taking lots
of photos, some objects are occluded by the other
(foreground) objects. We want to know what is hidden
behind the foreground object and how to recover it.
Humans have strong ability to recognize the whole
object from the visible parts. If multiple views of an
object are available from different camera position, we
can reconfigure the whole object. Image inpainting is a
method that can repair a portion of damaged or
removed (unwanted foreground) object by using the
information from the remaining area of the image. The
technique can be used in photo restoration, zooming,
image coding, wireless image transmission, and special
effects and inpainting from multiple view points [19].
In the field of computer vision, the image segmentation
has been the subject of intensive research for many
years [17, 12]. There is a broad range of applications
such as medical imaging and object detection, which
strictly relies on the image segmentation.
In this work, we introduce an approach that integrates
the inpainting, and image segmentation for occluded
object reconstruction. The main goal of this paper is to

reconstruct the appearance of whole object by
collecting the different view of visible parts of the
occluded object. Doing so requires removing the
unwanted foreground object from the front view image
and reconstructing visually plausible background scene.
This is performed by replicating the sample patch from
the surrounding areas of the image. Also requires
segmenting and extracting the partial appearance of
visible parts of object from left side and right side of
additional image frame. This process is accomplished
by localizing region-based active contour model
(LRACM) segmentation method and these extracted
parts are composited onto the inpainted background
scene. The organization of remaining sections of the
paper is as follows: Section 2 provides the brief
overview on image inpainting and image segmentation
approaches. The proposed approach for occluded object
recognition is discussed in section 3. The experimental
results are demonstrated in section 4. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
This section brief overview on image inpainting and
object segmentation approaches which are related to
our work.
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A. Image Inpainting Approaches

B. Image Segmentation Approaches

The word “inpainting” is initially used by the manual
retouching work of museum artists [1]. The term of
digital inpainting was first appeared in the pioneering
work of Bertalmio et al. [16]. A typical inpainting
based image reconstruction technique work as follows.
First, the image region to be inpainted is selected,
usually manually. Next, appropriate color for this
region is searched from the known image region.
Finally fill this color into the removing region and
produce the inpainted result with an undetectable
manner.

Segmentation is one of the fundamental steps in
machine vision and image analysis. Active contour or
snake is one of the most widely used methods in image
segmentation problems. The original active contour
model is introduced by Kass et al [2]. Active Contour
Model (ACM) can obtain closed object contours as
segmentation results, which can be conveniently used
for shape analysis and recognition. The active contours
can utilize various types of prior knowledge, such as
image intensity distribution information, boundary
shape information, and texture information [22], to
obtain accurate results for object boundaries in image
analysis. ACM can be categorized as edge-based
models or region-based models [8, 7, 11]. Edge-based
models often use an image gradient to force the active
contours to move toward the desired object’s
boundaries. Region-based models use image statistical
information to attract the active contours to the object
boundaries.

A pioneering inpainting algorithm using partial
differential equations (PDEs) was presented in
Bertalmio et al. [16]. Later several researchers were
further presented to the fields of PDEs based inpainting
methods [4, 18, 5]. Almost all of these approaches
addressed the image filling issue for the task of image
restoration, where scratches, speckles, and overlapped
text are removed. The drawback of PDEs method for
replacing large regions is lack of consideration for
texture information of images. In order to remedy the
inpainting results of PDEs algorithm for large regions,
the concept of texture synthesis algorithms have been
considered.
A large body of researches [15, 13, 14] in texture
synthesis has provided techniques to fill in regions with
various textures. The problem with the above
approaches was the assumption the inpainting domain
was a pure texture. In practice, an image that needs to
be filled has in some structure to it. Bertalmio et al [9]
have tackled the problem of filling in missing domain
with both texture and structure information. Recent
exemplar-based inpainting scheme works at the image
patch level. These exemplar-based approaches [10, 20,
6, 21] addressed the image filling problem for the task
of image reconstruction, where undesired foreground
objects were removed. Ideally, these removing objects
occupied large area from an image. The researchers
termed the texture synthesis based approaches for
removing large objects as “image completion”.
Compared with other kinds of approaches, exemplarbased approaches were very effective in reducing the
undesired blurring artifacts and applicable to both the
small and large regions.

LRACM Framework
This section overviews the framework of LRACM [11],
Assume that the foreground and background regions
will be locally different. The analysis of local regions
leads to the construction of a group of local energies at
each point along the curve. In order to optimize these
local energies, each point is considered individually,
the point’s component of the local energy is computed
by splitting the local neighborhoods into local interior
and local exterior using the evolving curve.
In the paper [11], I specify a given image defined on
the domain Ω, C specify a closed contour represented
as the zero level set of a signed distance function , i.e.,
* | ( )
+. The interior of C is specified by the
following approximation of the smoothed Heaviside
function:
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Similarly, the exterior C can be defined as. (
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( ), a smoothed version of the
The derivative of
Dirac delta is used to specify the area adjacent to the
curve.
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In this paper, and are used as independent spatial
variables each represent a single point in Ω. Using this
notation, the characteristic function ( ) in terms of a
radius parameter r can be described as follows:
(

)

‖

{

By ignoring the image complexity that may arise
outside local region, only contributions from the points
within the radius r of the contour are considered.
Finally, in order to the keep the curve smooth, a
regularization term is added as is commonly done in
active contour segmentation energies. Meanwhile, the
arclength of the curve is penalized and weighted by a
parameter λ. The final energy ( ) is given as
following:
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By taking the first variation of this energy with respect
to , the following evolution equation is obtained:
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The functional F is a generic internal energy measure
used to represent local adherence to a given model at
each point along the contour. This energy relies on the
assumption that foreground and background regions
should have maximally separate mean intensities which
can cause the curve to move.
Therefore, a localized region-based energy formed
from the global energy by substituting local means for
global ones is shown here as in [3]:
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to mask local region. Using ( ), we
define an energy functional in terms of a generic force
function F, energy functional ( ) is as follows:
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It is ensures that nearly all region-based segmentation
energies can be put into this framework.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
An algorithm is developed for image reconstruction by
removing the unwanted object in the image and filling
it by using the color information of the remaining
background area of the image. And also reconstruct the
occluded object on the inpainted result. Processing
steps for image reconstruction system is illustrated in
Figure 1. The occluded object image reconstruction
system consists the two phases; inpainting phase and
extracting phase. Each of these phases is explained in
the following section.

( ))

(7)
( ) and
where the localized versions of the means
( ) represent the intensity means in the interior
and exterior of the contour localizes by ( ) at a
point , respectively.
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If we have seen the partial appearance of occluded
object behind the foreground object from left side and
right side view image frame, need to extract these
visible parts in the phase two. First, the RGB-based
image is converted into the gray level one. Then the
regions of interest, visible parts are segmented by
LRACM [11]. The two extracted visible parts are then
added back together to obtain the whole view of the
occluded object over the inpainted background scene.

IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Final reconstructed
output image

Figure 1. Processing steps for object recognition system

In phase one, inpainting phase, the system needs to
mark the unwanted region from an image manually. In
our image reconstruction system, the user also has the
possibility to indicate the filling sides. The color
information are adopted from the left, right, upper or
bottom side of the removing region as in Figure 2. To
capture the texture content properly, we complete the
removing region with blocks of pixels instead of
individual pixels. The patch size is the same as the size
of the user selected rectangle. The algorithm iterates
this filling process until all pixels have been painted in
the selected region. In this way, the inpainted
background scene is obtained.
Filling

Known region

Unwanted region

Figure 2. Filling with left side patch

Preliminary investigation on some images has been
tested for image reconstruction. In the first experiment,
an image with uniform background is tested, the
grassland image with the girl, Figure 3 (a). User
initially marked the filling part with red rectangle at the
top of the removing region in Figure 3 (b) and next
filling part is shown in Figure 3 (c). These regions are
painted by using right neighborhood pixels patch.
Reconstructed background scene, produced by our
method is given in Figure 3 (d), which is completely
removing the girl.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3. Removal of a girl from the grass land

Next experiment is the building image with a girl,
Figure 4 (a) and the first selected removing area is
given in Figure 4 (b). Intermediate stages of the filling
process are depicted in Figure 4 (c). To obtain the
structure property from the building we use the right
neighborhood information of the final remaining
marked region which is described in Figure 4 (d). After
removing the girl by our method we completely see the
building in the scene as in Figure 4 (e). Experiment
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show that our image reconstruction system successfully
remove large object under complex background.

(b)

(a)

Often in our natural images, some objects are occluded
by foreground object. The visible parts of the occluded
object can be taken by moving the camera in left and
right side from the front view image frame. By using
these visible parts we can reconstruct the occluded
object over a digitally inpainted result. In all of the
above experiments, there are no additional image
frames to recover the object behind the removing
region. Therefore we reconstructed only the
background scene. For the front view image in Figure 6
(a) we see the partial appearance of the object behind
the foreground person from the left and right side view
image frame as described in Figure 6 (b-c).

(c)

(a)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4. Removal of a girl in a complex background

Original image with the foreground person and user
selected removing region are shown in Figure 5 (a) and
5 (b) respectively. The patch from left side of selected
region is used to fill this region and next selected part is
given in Figure 5 (c). In this scene, we found that the
important structures behind the foreground person. To
connect these structures in the filled result, user
separately marked the removing region. Final
reconstructed background scene generated by the
reconstructing system is illustrated in Figure 5 (d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Front view image and additional images

In this experiment, we initially removes the foreground
person in the front view image frame. Intermediate
stage and reconstructed background scene are in Figure
7. Marked region is filled with the patch from the left
side. There may be noticeable a seam at the boundary
of the filled region. Here we reduce the seam with the
red, green, blue color value at 30 pixel length.

(b)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 5. Reconstructing the background scene

(c)
(d)
Figure 7. Inpainted background scene with intermediate
filling process
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Then LRACM [11] segmentation method is applied to
extract the visible parts from the left side and right side
of the additional image frame, Figure 6 (b-c).
Segmentation results and extracted visible parts are
shown in the following figures. Here localization radius
is 21 pixels.
Figure 11. Reconstructed occluded object

V. CONCLUSION

Figure 8. Segmentation of left visible part

In this paper, the image reconstruction system is
developed in which patch based inpainting and
LRACM segmentation method are integrated We
focused on the reconstructing of background image by
removing the foreground object from an image.
Furthermore, occluded object in behind of the
removing object is reconstructed by using the available
information from the nearest frames. The images with
homogeneous and complex background textures behind
the removing region are tested in the experiment. Our
approach can be generated the pleasing reconstructed
scene for human visual system. Sometimes, the quality
of the result of some images is not as good as expected.
Despite these effects, the resulting images look
plausible if not examined in detail.
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